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PROPERTY
PERFORMANCE



A LEADERS'
BREAKFAST FOR
THE 2020S

IN THE heart of the City of London, leaders and decision-makers from

across the property, finance and technology sectors joined Galibier at the

offices of our co-host Conduent to discuss how we might truly understand

the “performance” of property assets in the new decade.

 

When the industry talks about the performance of an asset or a portfolio,

we could be talking about valuation, rental yield, energy performance, how

it performs as a work space or other intended purpose, how sustainable it

is financially and environmentally long term, or simply how it delivers a

return as an asset class.

 

This is a recurring theme for us at Galibier: one of our agency’s major

areas of business interest is finance and property – an extremely broad

market in which our PR campaigns regularly deal with funding, lending,

property development, underwriting, asset management and the

buying/selling of big real estate portfolios. Equally, as a company that

transforms business processes by automating and streamlining mission-

critical operations through the latest technology, Conduent seeks greater

intelligence into the financial services market. 
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Across all these niches of the industry, there are certain common themes

and shared challenges, so we wanted to bring together some of our

network of contacts to explore how valuation, lending and underwriting

decisions might evolve in the near future, in response to new

technologies, deepening analytics, and changing legislation and

regulations. 

 

Ultimately, everyone in the room stands to gain from the same thing:

better information equals market advantage.

 

This report brings together some of the main talking points from the day,

which can be categorised under the following headings:

 

·      Energy Performance

·      Valuations

·      Fraud and crime

·      New Technologies

·      Data and Open Banking

·      Property Lifespan 
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USERS IN ASIA

Energy performance can no longer languish as an afterthought in the property sector -

any consideration of property performance must include energy efficiency. New laws

will see to that, at the very least.

 

Not to mention the current state of climate emergency, and the Government’s

commitment to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, there is the more immediate

mandate of Minimum Energy Efficiency Standard (MEES) legislation, which was

introduced in 2018 for commercial and domestic real estate.

 

Under these new regulations, if a property’s Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)

rating falls below an E, no tenancy may be granted or renewed until improvements are

made. This immediately puts £billions’ worth of real estate assets at financial risk, as

their yields could become zero overnight. The Government is tightening this up even

further, proposing raising the threshold to a B by 2030.

 

Despite the significant effect that these new laws are already starting to have

throughout the world of real estate, there remains something of a knowledge gap.

 

Galibier and energy tech business arbnco, whose co-founder Simon West helped lead

this section of the discussion, ran a year-long campaign in 2017/18 to educate many

stakeholders in the property and energy industries about the legislation. The market

on the whole is now much more aware of the risk, but efforts must still be made to

impart this knowledge onto owners, tenants, lenders, insurers, lawyers and others in

the chain. 

 

 

ENERGY
PERFORMANCE
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Oliver Chesher, managing director of Galibier, opened the energy performance

discussion with an anecdote concerning a major high street bank, with a CRE portfolio

worth billions, which nevertheless ignores the EPC data for its assets. 

 

Simon West, co-founder of arbnco, recently named as the fastest-growing business in

Scotland, corroborated Oliver’s story. He pointed out that, thanks to efforts to increase

knowledge and understanding, the CRE market has become more conscious, with

Real Estate Investment Trusts now aware that they need to ask for a robust EPC

assessment as standard for every acquisition.

 

“In our experience, REITs have been managing their MEES compliance,” he said.
“What we’re now seeing is REITs using MEES to their advantage. They’re aware that,
as standards change, what was once an E rating could easily slip down to an F or G,
and they are using this knowledge to chip away at asking prices. Unfortunately, it
seems as though banks just aren’t as interested.” 
 

There appears to be a knowledge gap particularly in the lending space, as so many

lenders still do not consider energy performance to be relevant to them. This goes on

to have a knock-on effect for those working in data analytics. Without banking clients

recording all relevant data, analytics experts are consequently not fully equipped to

quantify risk as accurately as possible, however cutting-edge their methods and

technologies might be. Joe Furlong, managing director of the Due Diligence Group at

MIAC Analytics pointed out that the quicker this education gap can be filled, the better: 
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“We consider two years of data to be the absolute minimum necessary to draw any
kind of conclusion. The sooner this data is widely recorded, the sooner solutions can
be found.” 
 

Another of our guests, a director of a specialist lender, found this theme to be

particularly resonant, especially in the context of FCA concerns about "mortgage

prisoners", who are stuck paying interest only and unable to access lending. Some of

those in this position have issues specifically with energy performance in terms of the

insulation and envelope of the property, meaning they can find themselves without

valuations entirely. It was pointed out that, in the wake of the Grenfell tragedy, certain

types of cladding on buildings will mean an individual cannot get a remortgage. 

 

This point led to wider discussion of the relationship between energy efficiency and

valuations. Tracey Bailey, from Together Money, commented: “Of course, lending
criteria are largely based on the market value of the asset, but being unaware of
energy performance might see this valuation come down, meaning what the lender
has currently is an unintentionally false or inflated valuation. This would be of
particular concern regarding the back book,” she added, to agreement from the room.

It became apparent that across the entire industry, legacy books are considered

something of a challenge to manage. 

 

There was a general agreement in the room that a lack of energy efficiency knowledge

had the potential to, in essence, provide an inaccurate valuation, where the potential

costs of bringing the building up to compliance, as well as inefficient operational costs,

would not be taken into account. Lack of MEES compliance will on average see a

reduction in valuation of about 10%. 
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Simon West added that, in his experience, as much as 25% of a REIT’s portfolio can

be F or G rated, and that there is a significant cost involved in bringing these up to

specification.

 

It is clear that further steps must be taken to ensure that there is universal knowledge

of the importance of energy efficiency compliance, so as to minimise risk and ensure

the accuracy of valuations going forward.
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Some methods that have long been used to arrive at a valuation, while cost-effective

and fit-for-purpose in some situations, are now being recognised as limited in some

cases. The norm is that the higher the loan-to-value (LTV), the greater the detail

required. In cases with lower-risk LTV, Automated Valuation Models (AVMs) are used

to acquire a number that may not necessarily be so accurate, but is considered

acceptable given the level of risk. However, the shortcomings of these methods are

obvious, with so much information missing such as the condition of the property,

meaning that an element of risk remains. 

 

Bob Husted, principal from MIAC Analytics summed up the sentiment of the room: “We
need to get beyond the drive-by.” Joe Furlong agreed that more comprehensive data

was required, such as what attributes are most likely to result in loss or default,

allowing stakeholders in the sector to better understand risk. 

 

The group seemed to agree that there was a tendency to rely on the traditional

markers of value. One mortgage lender in the room suggested that there still endures

an attitude of ‘don’t fix what isn’t broken,’ as the current system is cheap to process

and works for the general consumer, despite its shortcomings. Hitesh Mistry, from

Grant Thornton UK LLP, added that there is also the lack of wider insight and foresight

in portfolios: “There’s no intel as to whether a location’s value is set to go up or down.”
 

 

VALUATIONS
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Maria Harris, director of Digital Cat Consultancy, said there were movements in the

right direction, but nothing unified. “A small number of lenders are checking up on
assets – mainly monthly – but there’s no standardisation. There are different aspects
of application: the person who owns it thinks it’s worth X amount, but say the valuator
has had a bad day, and decides in that moment it’s worth Y. The lender always ends
up stuck in the middle.” 
 

Adam Oldfield from Phoebus Software made the point that many boards and senior

teams might be aware of the risk, but are concerned with other things. “If we think
about a board’s agenda today,” he commented, “they acknowledge that the risk is real,
but where does it factor on their list of priorities? The costs are not insignificant; no
one wants to be the first to do it.” 
 

In order for these issues to be addressed, collective action is required, and key

players in the sector need to come together to see it climbing higher on companies’

agendas. External pressure and the creation of demand will provide the necessary

incentive and competitive landscape for innovators to provide solutions in the space,

and improve the accuracy and risk level of valuations in the future. 

 

MIAC’s David Pickles agreed that cost and expected return was a significant

consideration for companies, commenting, “Tech and methodologies are changing as
we speak, and we can build that information into computer systems, but the inherent
cost must be worth it.”

Property Performance
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Fraud has been present as long as the property sector has existed, be it mortgage

fraud, money laundering, or unscrupulous valuators. However, the landscape of

criminality in property and finance has changed significantly over the past two

decades, as the cyber risk has grown in threat and sophistication. Small and medium-

sized businesses are at particular risk, with one UK small business successfully

hacked every 19 seconds, and more than half of British firms reporting a cyber breach

in 2019. One of Galibier’s biggest growth areas is the InsurTech market, which has

brought fresh insight into the evolving and emerging threats.

 

Oliver Chesher introduced the session: “I’ve introduced this topic because I firmly
believe risk is one of the biggest factors impacting property performance, and doing so
in a number of new and sometimes unexpected ways. I think it’s safe to say that
everyone here is involved in risk management in some capacity; in PR for example it’s
often our primary duty to clients to manage risk and reputation. In our experience,
there’s nothing the press love to talk about more than crime and skulduggery, and I
wanted to hear everyone’s first hand experiences.”
 

Two of the representatives from lenders, Tracey Bailey from Together Money and

Doug Bate from Sonali Bank, agreed that while cyber risks are on everyone’s radar

and efforts are being made to respond to the new threats, many of the age-old

mortgage fraud techniques are still just as prevalent.

FRAUD AND
CRIME
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Bob from MIAC added that there is a distinction between intentional and unintentional

fraud, mentioning MIAC’s experience with a client having two loans against the same

asset, but having been genuinely unaware of having done so. “There’s a major
challenge there,” he concluded, “even if it’s not a criminal situation.”
 

This turned out to be surprising common ground across the group. The group’s legal

expert, James Walton from Rosling King LLP, gave the examples of a property with

two front doors, where separate estate agents would be brought through each door,

resulting in two valuations, or a corner property, listed at two addresses. Tracey Bailey

said she had seen a similar practice with converted properties, where multiple houses

had been knocked through to form a single unit, but had been valued separately. 

 

James then turned the discussion onto how fraudsters benefit from both deliberately

overinflated, and underestimated, valuations. “The intermediary could be largely to
blame there,” he told the group, explaining that unethical brokers may lean on

unethical valuators to give increased valuations and allow them to write more

business. “Generally it’s a rogue individual within a massive business; unfortunately
you’re always going to find one or two in a firm of significant size. Brokerage and
surveying firms are liable to legal action for such activity, but there always remains the
risk of one bad actor.”
 

Doug Bate concluded with the topic of identity verification. “Where a bank has a large
portfolio of loans with a lot of duplication of surnames, this offers an opportunity for
fraudsters and the major challenge is ensuring in all situations that you are dealing
with the right person. Fake documentation such as passports and IDs is
still widespread.”

Property Performance
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There can be few business sectors that have not been radically transformed by the

rapid march of tech innovation. We are seeing new ways of streamlining processes,

improving security, and minimising risk. We may not yet be able to predict what

technologies will come to define the 2020s, but current trends point to particular

developments in security (such as encryption and biometrics), and blockchain. 

 

Blockchain has been on the agenda across every niche of this industry, and behind

the media hype it is clear that there is far more to it than just cryptocurrency. Indeed

Doug from Sonali went so far as to state that “Blockchain is going to revolutionise
banking.”
 

From a security perspective for example, the nature of a blockchain system means

that it is functionally impossible to hack, as an attacker would require access to every

node within the system at once. All updates can be seen as they happen, and each

action leaves an indelible trail, all but eliminating the possibility of internal fraud. 

 

Blockchain might provide solutions for some of the issues of identity raised earlier.

Sarah Green, an experienced outsourced mortgage servicer, asserted that “it’s ideal
for meeting the FCA’s Know Your Customer requirement in the mortgage sector; a
centralised database will eliminate the need to continually check and confirm
individuals’ details.”

NEW
TECHNOLOGIES
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Bob and Joe from MIAC gave their own example of such technology, what they called

a “repository of collateral”, using blockchain, which holds a network of clients in a

centralised ecosystem, clearly defining ownership and responsibility with regards to

assets and lending.

 

The topic shifted to two security areas in which there have been rapid advancements,

namely encryption and biometrics. Paul Holland of Beyond Encryption shared his

expertise in this area, commenting that the last year had seen a boom in demand for

encryption. He talked about his own company’s efforts to create a new way of

understanding identity and security, by aggregating identity data from a number of

sources, looking at the ways in which an individual is known by each one of the

companies they interact with. 

 

Bob brought up the fact that, while emerging technologies are ideal for originating new

loans, they are not a panacea: “The challenge is: how do we extrapolate back through
time and digitise legacy books? Some of these loans have paper trails going back
decades, either on paper or on obsolete systems.” 
 

The prospect of digitising legacy books is an intimidating one, particularly if it is to be

done by individuals. Enormous strides are being made in developing technologies to

streamline the system, and in doing so improving the performance of a property

portfolio by removing administrative burdens, which has the capacity to more than

double the productivity of such an operation. Artificial Intelligence Character

Recognition (AICR) and Deep Learning Optical Character Recognition (OCR), utilise

developments in AI and Machine Learning to allow software to interact with a

document like a human does, validating them and extracting the relevant data points.

Property Performance
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Data has been called “the new oil”, the most valuable commodity in the modern global

economy. There is more data in circulation now than ever before, with innovations

such as Open Banking being introduced to harness it, but the challenge comes in

making sure this data is properly collected, stored, and utilised to the mutual benefit of

businesses and consumers. Responsible and transparent use of data has the potential

to transform the landscape of property performance, but there is significant distance to

be covered before this can be seamlessly done. 

 

The property and finance industries will benefit enormously from a collective

improvement in the safe access to, and use of, data. The true value of an asset can be

dependent on such a wide range of factors that it is always possible to get a more

granular knowledge in order to arrive at a clearer valuation. Property indexing is done

once every three years, and much can change within that period: changes in

occupancy, area regeneration and development, and how individual properties are

used and cared for. A more detailed understanding of these factors will reduce risk

and eliminate a level of uncertainty. 

 

Tracey Bailey expanded on this, pointing out that, as open banking evolves, “we might
expect to see a more forensic breakdown of an individual’s spending habits, capable
of being cross-referenced with property values.” If an individual is known to spend

more on furnishing, repairs and decoration, then an artificially intelligent algorithm

could identify them as higher on a hypothetical "home-care" scale, and therefore lower

in risk of default on a home loan.

DATA AND OPEN
BANKING
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The point was made that, as the Internet of Things and Smart Homes grow in ubiquity,

there may well already be movement in this direction, with homes already filling with

devices that continuously send data into the cloud. For example, smart meters, smart

doorbells and voice-activated devices such as Amazon Alexa are constantly

monitoring, recording and analysing human activity in the home. In time, this data

might be fully utilised to better tailor products such as mortgages, insurance and

indeed all personal finance.

 

Debate broke out over data ownership: Hitesh Mistry commented that “with smart
meters you’re giving a lot of your data away for free”, but Adam Oldfield admitted that,

provided something proactive was being done with it, he was happy for his data to be

collected. Maria Harris then posed the question “If houses became truly smart – being
able to check the walls for damp, for example – wouldn’t you want to own that data
yourself? Then you could take that information to the lender and use it as leverage for
appropriate finance?”
 

 It became clear that there were differences in opinion over what made customers

more or less aware of the value of their data. Several of the group agreed that the

older generation is less aware of the value of their data. David Pickles responded that,

while younger generations might be savvier with data, they are currently finding it

harder to acquire mortgages for other reasons. Maria argued that it was more a matter

of behavioural difference: “Some customers know the value and power of their data,
but are willing to exchange it for a great customer experience.”

Property Performance
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Current data may indeed be accessible and available, but is often useless or not put to

its best possible use. Local governments have data, for example on electricity, but it

isn’t fully digital, meaning there are limits to its ability to be read by machine learning

software. It was suggested that the ways in which data is stored need to change; like

much else in the property sector’s prospective future, it requires a communal,

collective approach, breaking down protectionist business models and ensuring that

every stage of the supply chain is using the same methods and technologies. 

 

Looking to the future, one of the mortgage lenders in the group commented: “Whoever
can create a dashboard, a centralised repository, will be the one that wins. Most
people currently don’t realise the value of their data.”

Property Performance
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While the technologies that may come to define the future of property performance are

exciting, they make up only a part of this future. Equally important is the future of the

properties themselves, how their valuations and risks will change as they age, and,

potentially, reach the end of their lifespans. End of life costs, such as increased

maintenance, remedial works, and (often hidden) disposal and demolition costs all

profoundly affect property performance. 

 

Oliver Chesher brought up the legacy of blown-foam insulation; for example, many

commercial landlords owning retail or warehouse assets have found themselves stung,

because they were unaware that at the end of a lifespan (say 25 years for an out-of-

town warehouse type building), legislation required specific and expensive disposal

owing to the environmentally dangerous chemicals in the insulation. The unexpected

cost of demolishing such an estate could even run into the millions. This catalysed a

discussion on how a building’s age, and future as well as current state, should be

considered with regards to valuation. 

 

Doug Bate brought up the fascinating phenomenon of Regent Street Disease,

unheard-of by many in the room. The real estate on London’s fashionable Regent

Street is of course valued extremely highly, yet it (as well as much of London’s West

End), is something of a time bomb. These buildings are constructed of a steel frame

with porous Portland Stone cladding. As the buildings are exposed to rain they are, in

essence, corroding from the inside.

PROPERTY
LIFESPAN
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Consideration must be given to the point at which this can be expected to affect rental

yields and ultimately mid and long-term real estate and loan book values. Oliver

Chesher questioned the extent to which this was reliant on the ‘individual fear factor’,

and its capacity to start a chain reaction: as soon as occupant and market confidence

drops, this hits rental rates, values, and the portfolio’s performance in turn. A new

aspect of risk is introduced, and one that, unless understood on a wider scale, could

add an extra dimension of possible consequences.
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It has become apparent that everyone in the group shared the same

fundamental conclusion: whoever can get the deepest insight and the

strongest handle on risk, will gain competitive advantage. Knowledge is

power.

CONCLUSION
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